
The correspondence between Donald E.
Knuth and Peter van Emde Boas on priority

deques during the spring of 1977

March 29 1977 Knuth mailed a copy of his classroom note on the van Emde Boas
construction of priority deques to Peter van Emde Boas in reply to a preprint 77-
05 of the University of Amsterdam. This report contains a solution to the problem
of the super-linear space consumption of the priority deque as originally described
in the paper presented at FOCS 1975.

Aside of the fact that this note is the source of the well known quotation by
Knuth on program correctness, it is the first document which describes these pri-
ority deques using the top-down recursive format which is common today.

This recursive approach which was suggested in the FOCS 1975 paper was not
explored in the original publications since it would involve the use of multiplica-
tive machine instructions for address calculations which, during this period were
considered to be inadmissible for the RAM model with uniform time measure.

These issues are discussed in the two letters which are included in the facsimile
edition: the cover letter by Knuth and the reply by van Emde Boas. An more
extensive discussion of the historical context can be found in [6]. Time has arrived
to make this document accessible on the Web.
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Figure 1: the cover of Knuth’s letter
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Figure 2: page 1 of classroom note



Figure 3: page 2 of classroom note



Figure 4: page 3 of classroom note



Figure 5: page 4 of classroom note



Figure 6: page 5 of classroom note



Figure 7: first page of Knuth’s letter



Figure 8: second page of Knuth’s letter



Figure 9: first page of van Emde Boas’ letter



Figure 10: second page of van Emde Boas’ letter


